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What is the ABM Tool?

An add-on utility in the Omeda portal which 
creates an enhanced, location-based (or 
“unitized”) view of your data.

Allows you to focus audience targeting and 
marketing to a smaller number of people at a 
specific location.

Shows you how many customers are associated 
with an individual location or “unit.”



Where is the ABM Tool?

The ABM Tool is in the Audience Search section of the Omeda portal 
(once access to the tool is enabled). 



Navigation Options

ABM Overview Page

Manage your ABM Types

Membership Search

Run an existing ABM 
Assignment job



New ABM Type Setup

ABM 
Aggregation 

Setup

Optional:
ABM Type Demos

Keyman Rules

ABM Type 
Details



ABM Type Demographics 
Setup (Optional)

ABM Type Demographics Help

You have the option to create 
Unitized Demographics as part 
of this ABM type setup.



Keyman Rules Setup 
(Optional)

Keyman Rules Help

You have the option to identify the 
“keyman” customer at a location.

As an optional ABM Tool criteria, 
you can assign additional 
“unitized” demographics to 
customers at a location based on 
the demo responses of the 
“keyman.”



Audience Builder

Where can I access this ABM/Unitized data?

Once the ABM tool is activated, 
you can use Audience Builder to:

• Query & output your enhanced, 
location-based (unitized) data.

• Run demographic reports on 
Unitized demographics.

• See more granular ABM data on 
individual customers via 
Audience Search or the ABM 
search tool.



ABM Tool Use Case 1: ABM Campaigns

Goal: Identify the number of unique locations in your audience (based on 
type of business, for example).
Query: Unit Relationship = Keyman, then layer in additional demographics.

Example: How many software development company locations do you 
serve in Chicago?



ABM Tool Use Case 2: Fill in Demographic Gaps (1 of 2)

Goal: Fill in the demographic gaps 
on individual customers, based on 
unit demos.

How: Create unitized demographics 
based on keyman demos, consensus 
(most common demo value in unit), 
product class priority, etc.



ABM Tool Use Case 2: Fill in Demographic Gaps (2 of 2)

Example: Set a rule to assign a unit 
member as the keyman if they have a 
Top 50 demo value of 1, and prioritize 
the demo values.* Then select that 
Top 50 demographic to be unitized 
and taken from the keyman so all 
members of a unit will have the Top 
50 unitized demo from the keyman of 
their unit.

In Audience Builder, select customers 
with a Top 50 ranking based on their 
unit demo:

* Prioritizing: demo values: If they have a 1 but not a 2, they will be 
selected as keyman, if not a 2 then a 3, etc.



ABM Tool Use Case 3: Get Insights & Segment (1 of 2)

Goal: Gain insights on engagement 
and be able to segment by a select 
list of companies/locations.

How: Create custom units on your 
Omeda database by uploading 
selected companies/addresses in the 
ABM Tool. 



ABM Tool Use Case 3: Get Insights & Segment (2 of 2)

Assign custom ABM 
IDs or a pre-assigned 
demographic to 
identify these units in 
Audience Builder:

Layer in Lead Scoring 
or Data Science to see 
engagement:

Please Note: Creating custom units 
from an external file will not create 
new customers in your Omeda 
database – it will just match to and 
group existing customers.

For example, say you upload a list 
of VIP companies you want to be 
able to easily track, segment and 
target from your Omeda database. 
As new customers come on to your 
database, they will automatically 
be added to the custom units if 
they match by the company or 
location criteria.



Common Questions

Q: Will having many customer records 
with blank company names in our 
database impact unitization?

A: You can select to exclude records 
with blank company names from the 
ABM aggregation. We’d also 
recommend cleaning up and 
standardizing company and address 
data as much as possible before 
running the ABM Tool.



Common Questions

Q: If we merge multiple units 
to clean up duplicates, which 
unit’s data will be retained?

A: If units are merged, the 
oldest unit will be the winner.



Common Questions

Q: Can we use the ABM Tool 
to create units for our 
audited unitized brands?

A: Yes, you can set the ABM 
Aggregation to run by 
product and select the 
reported unitized demos.



Thank you!
VISIT OMEDA.COM FOR MORE
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